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Efforts to recall Davis continue
hold a recall election of Gov. Gray Davis.
The recall process is explained in the
California Constitution.
According to the California
Walking through campus
Constitution, the recall of a state
many students may have been
officer is initiated by delivering,
stopped numerous times and
to the Secretary of State, a peti
asked to sign a petition to
tion alleging reason for recall.
recall Governor Gray
Proponents have 160 days to
Davis. What does sign
file signed petitions. To
ing this petition actually
recall a statewide officer
and
is
a
recall
mean
petitions njpst be signed by
even possible?
electors equal in number to
Yes, a recall is pos
12*percent of the last vote for
sible and The Recall
the office.
Gray Davis Committee is
In order to recall Governor
the organization behind it Gray Davis, the petition effort
led by Howard Kaloogian,
must raise 897,156 valid
California
State
signatures of registered vot
Assemblyman
from
courtesy of google.com
ers; these signatures must
1994-2000. The goal of
Gov. Davis, that may be your own
be collected by Sept. 2,
the group is to obtain
recall petition you are signing
2003, for the recall to be
enough • signatures to
By Marie Thomson
Graduating Stajf Writer

Alumni
makes the
- grade- By Matthew Woods
Staff Writer
One of our own has made it
big. Adam N. Torres, who g^duated in 1986 from Cal State San
Bernardino with a bachelor's
degree
in
Business
Administration, with an emphasis
in accounting, has recently been
appointed as the new U.S.
Marshall for the Central Judicial
District of California.
President Bush's nomination
of Torres entered the Senate for
approval on March 27.
Since 2000, Torres has been a
supervising special agent in the
criminal investigation section of
the Internal Revenue Service in
the Los Angeles field office.
Before being employed by
the IRS, Torres worked with the
Treasury Department and the
Secret Service.
In an article in the San
Bernardino Sun Telegram, Torres'
wife Carmela stated how proud
she and her husband were about
the appointment. They are proud
that Torres was "bom, raised, edu
cated and gained professional
experience" in the Inland Empire.
Torres will be in charge of
Marshall's Service in a sevencounty area: the San Bernardino,
Riverside, Los Angeles, Orange,
Ventura, Santa Barbara and San
Luis Obispo counties. He will
also provide protection for the
federal judiciary, transporting
federal prisoners, protecting fed
eral witnesses, managing seized
assets in criminal cases and
arresting federal fugitives.

added to the ballot. If all of the signatures are
collected then a recall election will be con
ducted on whether or not to recall the gover
nor. If there is a majority to recall the officer
then he is removed from office.
On May 5, the. recall organizations
announced that they have collected over
100,000 signatures, 10 percent of those need
ed to recall the governor.
The reasons for wanting a recall, are
stated as "gross mismanagement of
California finances by overspending taxpay
ers' money, threatening public safety by cut
ting funds to local governments, failing to
account for the exorbitant cost of the energy
fiasco, and failing in general to deal with the
state's major problems until they got to the
crisis stage."
The possible recall may effect the stu
dents on this campus — in numerous ways.
But it is unlikely to impact the potential fee
increases students already anticipate.

SARS program outlined
Cal State University San Bernardino's official recommendations on containing SARS, in the
'l-l-Thc University

ill not >.upj)c>ri travel for faculiy, staff and .students to tueas on the travel adviso-

^-Students ai^ scholars from abroad attending the 2003 Summer Session are instruct^ to not truv- ;;;
•elywifrihi 1© d a y s p r i o r t o d e p a r t i t t e i f d e v e l o p i n g r e s p i r a t o r y s y a i f t f o m s
exposed t o t h e ^ARS
-Virus;
Uniwmty has no intentions of preventing stutfents from: attending campus programs or
events until forttier notified from the Centers for Disease Control or World Healtih Organization.
; For more inforrnatioh oh SARS f«arch these websites: the World Health Oiganization at«
•#t!^;whp.iht/c
State Deparimeni at http://fravel.stale.gov/vvamings_lisl .bimiy
Control at www.cdc.gov/ncidod-'sars/. .
1

Contract to keep Taco Bell
Express on campus re-signed
By Liz Villarreal

Staff Writer
Taco Bell is facing trouble.
The substantial fast-food chain is a major buyer
of Florida tomatoes and according to the Coalition
of Immokalee Workers, it is time for Taco Bell to
pay up.
The Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) is
a Florida-based organization of farm workers.
Many of the workers are employed by Six L's
Packing Company, Inc., which is "one of the
nation's largest tomato producers and a contractor
to Taco Bell," according to reports on the CIW's
website (www.ciw-online.org).
Regrettably, Six L's does not participate in fair
treatment of their workers. CIW's website went on
to say that the farmers are severely under-paid,
receive no benefits or overtime wages.
In an attempt to fight back against the unjust
treatment, the Immokalee workers have staged a
boycott against Taco Bel! that has, over the past two
years, picked up momentum and spread across the
nation.
So what does this mean for our own muchloved Taco Bell Express - particularly given that
their contract with Cal State University San
Bernardino is up for renewal this month? Well, you
can breathe a sigh of relief, because it seems this
Student Union favorite is going to weather the

storm without any lasting effects.
Sarah Walker is a student worker at Taco Bell
Express. She is certain that the boycott has not yet
affected her place of employment. "It seems that

~ Contract continuea on page 15

r

courtesy ofNadia Miller
Taco Bell Express is here to stay . . . for now

POLICE
REPORTS
May 15

Incident: Warrant Arrest
At approximately 11:10 p.m., officers
made a vehicle stop in parking lot-F, for failure to
stop at posted stop. The male student driver was
arrested for an outstanding warrant and cited for
failure to stop at a posted stop sign.

Researchers at University of Idaho Clone Mule

The Career Development Center

Genetically cloned mule Idaho Gem was bom on May 4, accordmg to University of Idaho research team directed by Dr. Gordon U; j
Woods. Gem, who was cloned using an egg from a home, and a CeSI s
Irdrn a mule fetus, will begin training to enter tiae mute racing circuit ^
In Nevada and California. The University of Idaho research ream has :
openly admitted to the cloning of horses, and the raultipte attem|«s •
in effoits to clbtic Gem,
Ateocfe told the media dial Idaho
Gem was only accomplished'after 307 attempts, 21 pre^ancies, 3 of f
which were:Carried to terra.
;

The Career Development Center will be set
ting up job interviews with employers in the busi
ness industry, and government professions.
April 23 through June 9, interviews will be
set up.
To participate, visit the Career Center's web
site at http://career.csusb.edu and click on MONSTERTRAK/INTERVIEWTRAK.
To be eligible to participate in the program,
you must be a senior (graduating no later than
June 2003), graduate student or alumnus.
For more information contact the Career
Development Center at (909) 880-5250.

Disposition: Report taken

Baghdad, Iraq: Defenseless Homeless Children

May 18

Incident: Vandalism
At approximately 7:15 p.m., officers
noticed that a bollard located on the east curb at
the roadway between the Commons and
University Hall had been vandalized. There are
no leads or suspect information.

Disposition: Report taken.
May 27

Incident: Petty Theft
At approximately 8:48 p.m. officers
res]x)nded to lot D, row 27, regarding a report of
a theft from a vehicle. The faceplate to an indash stereo was taken from the vehicle. There
are no leads at this time.

Disposition: Report taken.
Incident: Burglary
At approximately 5:35 a.m., officers
responded to the second floor of Jack Brown Hall
regarding a report of a burglarized vending
machine. There are no leads or suspect informa
tion at this time.

Disposition: Report taken.

;• \ Although officials have yet to release the exact numbers, home-: i
:iess children on the streets of Baghdad are falling victim to the
math of war. Oays foilpwing the collapse of former Iraqi te^yl
S^dam Hussein's reign over the: nati€Bi, orphmiages were
i^sc^iols were abandtmed, aiKl countless children have fled in fear of I
iiHcettainty. Inteniational health agencies and Children Advopaey l
•groups have issued findings smting that an increasing oumlter j^l
Tfaq's homeless children have become subjected to sniffing glue id ?
Guiti hunger Imqi nationals are pointing the blame at US soldiers for|
tailing to j^otect the country's most vulnerable victims of the war,»
vwhite soldiers
• remain roaming the streets,'";" ';"

Democratic Republic of Congo: Bloody Civil War
Prompts Ban on Mineral ^'Tantalum"
I : ; International activists have begun their campaign to placetsOh
:
mineral Tantafum.Ttie mineral that is used In die
-of laptop computers, cellular phones, arid other high tech goods,
>?i5een used as atool by Congolese rebel forces. The Cong
q fiindcd by the sale of Tantalum, which enables the forces to
mid continue the blood -shed throughout the nation. Acfivi^tel
that the b^ will cuto buyers from the COngi^^e mackets;m|
to cru-Sh the rebel faces' methods of financing dieir reignjisl
;"die'Republic.;
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Spirit of the Entrepreneur
Top entrepreneurs of the Inland Empire will
be honored at the Spirit of the Entrepreneur
Awards on November 12 at the Riverside
Convention Center.
Mike Stull, director of CSUSB's Inland
Empire Center for Entrepreneurship (lECE), is
joining forces with The Press Enterprise newspa
per and The Business Press to bring an entrepre
neurial achievement honor program into the
Inland Empire.
This program would recognize business
achievements and establish a scholarship to help
students from the Business and Public
Administration College at CSUSB.
The program will be accepting nominations
until July 31 in eight different categories from the
business community.
Anyone wishing to inquire, can do so by con
tacting Mike Stull at the IECE, or go online at
www.spiritawards.biz.

ClbARETTEBUnS IN
THE STREET POLLUTE MORE
THAN THE PAVEMENT.

No I K'KE) RTLOL-IRR-MEKT
M<nybe yoiA

Svs'DAY, June 15:
Coi.l.H-itr; I.)L S(X:iAL & BFill.-WlOUAL SCIENCE.S
9 V.M.
5 TECKETS Pl-R CiKAOl.:A'ir.
Coi.l.IlCjl', oi- NATrkAI. Scfl-.NCJiS
2 I'.M.
9 TR Kl IS K:R or \in'.VI'!Cou.ri.r or B OSIM-S.S & Pi ni.ic A OMINISTKMION
0 t'.M.
7 TICKl-.I S FTR (iR AOU.ATIALL ciJti-.MONibs WILL
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Tfic (RovifU] 'Rejporter

IV/ujf luv i/pur p l i V i s

Larry Gaines

fiV the

sunuiicr:'
K\ Riiiiii/ n.in.iU'in

.S< c/if I ihior

Name; /aira Noriega
Year; r-'reshinan
Vla|or; Business
'Ttn going to work. I have to
pay off my new ctir."

Name: Patrick McTlzic
Year: Freshman
Major: Biology
"1 plan on getting a joh."

41

Staff Spotlight

Name: James VlcGirinis
Year: .lumor
Major: Fnglish/Music
"I'm going to Jamaica, and
;vmt i^iuly them"

l<> Jennifer Jiu-ksun
S/ajff' WriitT
A $35,751 grant has been
awarded to professor and
[."Icparlment Chair Dr. Larry
Ciaines. The grant is from the San
Bernardino County Probation
Dept. to evaluate an intervention
and management accountability
program.
I )• Gaines has several yeai^
of experience in law enforce
ment. He graduated with a Ph.D.
in Criminal Justice from San
Houston State University in
Tc.xas in 1975. Before teaching
criminal justice he was a distin
Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle
guished police officer and detecDr. Larry Gaines seeks to help youths with the new award
livc for the Lexington Police
Department in Kentucky. He
For youths who have shown
joined the Criminal Justice among juveniles and provide a
Department at CSUSB in 1998. more positive environment for illicit behavior during their pro
bation time, a flier handed out
He has also published many them.
said
"the program offers enforce
The
Intervention
and
books and journal articles on
ment
activities" to help limit
Management of Probationer
crime throughout the years.
gang
involvement
and also redi
The program is funded Accountability program has five
rects
the
youths
to
more positive
through Compliance Terms, a teams, consisting of probation
environments,
such
as sporting
and
police
officers,
who
super
police program, the Bureau of
events.
vise
over
the
youth
offenders.
Justice, and the San Bernardino
Dr. Gaines is putting the
The officers do home visits to
County Probation Department.
grant
money back into the com
ensure
that
the
juveniles
follow
The program, which started
lasfyear, is going to analyze data their probation rules. The teams munity to help youths benefit
for the next three months among of officers also make sure that from a more positive environ-4be. yomh& follow their curfew meitt and to give them a mentOT
jUMinifait vvhfl are fw
to look up to. The program also
The program's goals are to get and enforce truancy violations, if
out and work with youths to help the youths disobey any of their helps to get the youths on track
for bright future.
reduce violence and crime probation restrictions.

A new look to CSUSB

Name: Kyle (jordon
Year: IVoshman
Major: Biology

Dr. Karnig discusses the new development projects to the campus

'•Fni going to .summer
school and volunteer at a
h()spi{al."

there are still additions to the
Fitness Center and the Student.
Union that will take place in the
next two years.
Dr. Karnig also addressed
The future looks bright for
the
concern
of students who are
CSUSB. Within the next three
pursuing
doctoral
degrees.
years, this campus will undergo
Students in the College of
progressive changes into a new
Education wanted to know if a
era. Dr. Albert Karnig held a
joint doctoral degree program
forUm.at the Fireplace Lounge on
was still in the works
May 29 to update
with University of
students on the new
C a l i f o r n i a ,
changes to CSUSB.
Riverside.
The
first
"CSUSB
is
changes will not be
very
enthusiastic
to
directly made by
see a program with
CSUSB, but will still
UCR, but we need to
impact the surround
see the same enthu
ing areas of the cam
siasm from them as
pus.
well,"
said
Dr.
Watson, a devel
Karnig.
opment
company,
If the new pro
purchased
land
gram is approved,
southwest
of
CSUSB will defi
University Parkway
Beatriz
Barragan/Chronicle
nitely be pulled into
and Northpark as
a
new direction in
President
Karnig
addresses
a
large
group
at
the
lounge
well as land north
higher
education.
west of the campus.
There
were
also
discussions
Projects will include upscale will also be added to the campus.
housing, retail stores and restau With each past year the number on the budget/tuition issues that
of students living on campus has been plaguing students for
rants.
Development which will start grown, and new accommoda months. Even though fees are
within six months, might mean tions have been planned out to more than likely to be raised this
fall. Dr. Karnig reminded stu
take place. The land just south of
traffic buildup, posing a problem
along
University
Parkway. the school has been purchased to dents that CSUSB is still the low
est in cost amongst colleges in
President Karnig assured that add 480 more beds for students.
Along with these plans. the nation.
plans will work out a solution to

By Beatriz Barragan
Scene Editor

Name: Jamne CJon/ales
Year: Sophomore
Major: Nursing
"[ \v}|i be working and spend
ing lime with my family."'

Name: Rubi Moreno
Year: Junior
Major Social Worker
"I wanted to go to .San
Francisco, but because of
work and summer seh(»oi I'll
be slaying here."

£ i v k fur tht 'Ri^vfiu] 'Jvipuftrr
i i l i i n v i " i."um;u/.N.
'Haxti a qucstum you woiifJ fike ro
«fifdcnr.^ answer^
T.mafl io tit ^OcliroutA'SUsO.tidu

that problem.
The Social and Behavioral
Sciences building will still get
new additions. By December of
2004, a new annex will be added
just north of the building. The
new sitting area will include a
small pond and fountain for
everyone's enjoyment.
New Housing Apartments

Loco Comecfy Jam FOOD COURT WOES
By Cristina Barragan

Special to the Chronicle
The nationally syndi
cated sensation Loco
Comedy Jam made a stop
at CSUSB on Friday, May
30. The show was spon
sored by the Student
Union Program Board and
Associated Students, Inc.
The "Godfather of Latino
Comedy," Mike Robles,
hosted the show in front of
a packed house at the
Event Center.
Robles started the
show with a twentyminute routine that had
everyone doubling over
their chairs with laughter.
Before he introduced the
different comedians there

were small comedy skits.
Jokes ranged from interra
cial relationships between
Mexicans and blacks to
how he likes big-breasted
women, even though he
would never discriminate
small ones either.
The Mexican-German
comedian, and the only
female on the bill. Destiny,
had all the women burst
with laughter that only
women could understand.
Destiny remarks how her
Mexican mother threw
parties for every occasion,
including the time Destiny
first got her period.
Destiny " also included
jokes that dealt with the
her lack of an exciting sex
life and her frequent visits

: Photo.Courtesy of Cristina Barratan.
Cleto Rodriquez, Jeff Garcia and Mike Robles

to the cute gynecologist.
Destiny then had to leave
the stage early because her
baby boy Paris was getting
sleepy.
San Antonio native,
Cleto Rodriguez poked
fun of himself for being
overweight and hopes that
Viagra would come out
with a body spray so he
can be rock hard in a sec
ond.
Rodriguez even
poked fun of his mom who
is also overweight.
"I got a talking scale
for my mom who is bigger
than me. My sister got on
it first and it said '109', I
got on it and it said '189',
then mom got on it and it
said 'One at a time!'"
Yikes!
Mike Robles then
came on stage to introduce
the final comedian, but
before that he remarked
how he always hid when
Jehovah witnesses would
come to his door. He felt
bad for neglecting them.
He felt they had the worst
job and religion.
Yikes again!

- loco Comedy
Cont on page
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Sc'i lie I i/ifor
The one thing thai
moM residcnlial siiiJcnu
complain about is the food
services on campus.
B\ the end of each
month, residents tlock to
llie C^ornmons and C'oyoie
Cafe with boxes to fill
with fo(Hl. To those who
don't have meal plans, it
seems like a very- strange
thing, but for residents it is
an annoying chore they
m«.st do.
"We have so much
money left over on our
cards at ^.hc end of each
montli. If wc don't sjx-nd
it, the money will just di.sappetu" and we'll ttcvcr see
it again." said .Maria
Ko'^.is
Students were able to
voice their complaints on
May 27th when .lames
Sando, the Executive
Director of Foundation,
came to hold a lorum at
the Village Square.
First things on the
board wcrtf the meal plan
prices and the tos.s of

Beatriz Baira^cm Chronhle^'
Ulht minute buyers \u>e.k on J'oixi hrfoie their money niris out
According lo David
Young, Resident Director,
the meal plan is set up to
cover three racat.s a day
($7 a mcaiyseven day.s a
week. 'Ihis estimation
came after stutlying for the
last three years how much,
on average, students spend
on IcKid.
Students who were
present felt that Ihey
would spend more money
each month if they had a
varieiv of food options to
choose Irom. One soluiion
to this problem is lo bring
popular restaurants intti

students.
Tlicrc are many rea
sons why popular re.slaurant meals would be the
popular option. By bring-^;
ing in foods from rcstau-r;
rauls like Kentucky FrictT
Chicken, I'ood .Services
have a menu set up with
prices compared to the
restaurants and students
Will already know the fooif
quality and estimation of
prices.
If students want fur
ther details about the tbe^
food .services, arc encour
aged li> gel a reixirt fronj^

month.

Tirst year expectations

Trevor's

RUSTIC INN
NOW OPEN
Karoke

POOL TABLES
VIDEO GAMES
GREAT FOOD

FULLY STOCKED BAR
ICE COLD BEER

$2.00 TUESDAYS
ALL BEERS, ALL DAY LONG!
11AM-1AM Open Daily
800 Kendall DR.
886-1086
21& Over Please

Residents have different thoughts on campus living
By Marilyn Valdez

Staff Writer
Living on campus can
be a declaration of inde
pendence for some, while
others have no choice than
to live here for distance rea
sons.
Some students enter
college with a certain
expectation of what dorm
life is going to be.
"I was really excited to
live on campus, I thought I
was going to be at a party
every night," said universi
ty
apartment
resident
Christine Wallace.
She thought life at the
dorms would offer a great
social environment, but
was disappointed to find
out that people would
rather spend time in their
rooms studying than social
izing. "Everything you see
in the movies about dorm
life is not true, you think
you'll meet a lot of people
and party," said Wallace.
If you think you have
more freedom living away
from parents, think again.
For freshman resident
Maria Oropeza, she argues
that one of the negative
things about living on cam
pus has been the regula

Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle

One advantage of living on campus: throwing water bal
loons at each other
tions imposed by the R.A's.
"They are not very
consistent on how they
enforce the rules, it might
be okay to do something
one day but the next it can
be completely wrong and
you get written up for it,"
said Oropeza.
Others disagree such
as Channel Blackmon,"!
don't mind having rules,
because I know not to put
myself in a situation where
I can get written up."
According to some res
idents, there are few advan
tages of living on campus;
"I'm able to wake up at a
later time to go to classes
since I'm right here," said
resident Bradley Erebor. At
the same time he some

times gets lazy and leaves
class to sleep in.
R.A's and Serrano
Village Association (SVA)
try to coonlinate activities
for residents to participate
and meet new people. They
conduct "Battle of the
Halls" and other contests,
but this year's participation
was very low in compari
son to last year's.
"I
remember
last
year's competition was the
best, all the residents were,
really
excited,"
said
Bradley Erebor.
"I think its all about
what you make of the year,
not how people try to make
the year good for you," said
first-year resident Vanessa
Segura.
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Nutrition and Skin
M«-| ;i>
|)nriiih\ ( lu-ti
I'lil). lU)
lii' L M I M I I C I I T I I I ' II IM I I I I Nrii iii- C iiiitl lluin.iii i C I T L D U V
Niilriliitti :iii(l I nod .Sriciu-is I'litur.iin
dclii-ii "
villi
SS11.5.UU,
Your skin is ihc largest tially accumulate in your skin
fbrgan in ihe l\uman lH)dy and so that can give you the pimple.
•Studies have .shown that dehy
v^hould he taken earc of.
^
Skin is porous but water- dration makes the skin drier
•piXK>f. it is also a great barrier and morc tired looking. We
against our onvironmcni; so. do surely don't need any more rea
you know that it is an important sons tor dry skin in the summer
part of your immune system? heat!!!
Also, do you know thai you gel
2. Vtiamin C. f"Ound in
a new layer of skin every' cou fruits and veggies, this vitamin
ple of days? That's a lot of cells is an antioxidant, which helps
that (his r)rgan has to make each to neutrali/c atoms with
unpaired electrons, called free
day. therefore, it needs H lot of
irulrienls tt} give you that new
radicals. These free radicals
are thought t<r cause wrinkling
'•.coat.
•:
Under healthy condition.s. in skin as one age.s. So. if you
our vSkjrj looks great; but wheii don't want to look like a crum
it dc«.s not get the nutrients it pled Kleenex by the lime you're
ds to stay healthy, it cart 30 try and eat the recommend
take one's life hell. Who hits ed 5 servings a *,lay of fruits and
t woken up in the ittorning tO veggies (red peppers are great
^see itchy, flaky, blotchy skin in sources of this vitamin) and no
the bathroom mirror, or worst ketchup and potato chips don't
count as a serving! Also, vita
of all..a huge pimple'.'
min C is important for healthy
Anvwav,
V
•« with a few nutritional pointers we can all have collagen (yonr body glue): and
healthier and happier skin, so the skin cells can .sure use this
vitamin.
here's the low down.
.b /inc.
This mineral
1. Water, good old H20.
Drink at least eight glasses cT fights infections in (he skin and
water a day, it will keep your
body hydrated and help lliish
out any toxins that can pt>lcn*

A night full of surprises
Student organizations receive awards for hard work this year
By Jennifer Jackson

Staff Writer
The office of Student
Leadership and Development
awarded each club's president
and advisor for their club's hard
work. Recipients included from
cultural students organizations
such
as
Indian
Student
Association and Thai Student
Association, honor societies like
Order of Omega, and greek
organizations like Kappa Delta
and Delta Sigma Chi.
President Dr. Albert Kamig
and Dr. Frank Rincon, Vice
President of Student Affairs, each
gave speeches to the students and
staff present. Both thanked the
students for their hard worluand

-Coyote Lite
Cont. on page 15

remarked how students succeed
in their studies and careers when
they are associated to student
organizations on campus.
Students organizations help
bring students together to not
only socialize with others, but
also to bring help to the school
and the local community. There
have been many blood, clothes
and food drives to help the com
munity as well as guest speakers,
cultural presentations, art shows
to enlighten CSUSB students.
A powerpoint presentation
was put together by the Student
Leadership and Development
that reminisced each organizati(m s event through pictures and
messages. Many students got to
see what other organizations had

Fhoto Courtesy of James Parent

^yete Orientation leaders will help incoming freshmen this fall

done in the year.
The final awards of the night
were
every
club's
envy.
Excellence in programming was
granted to the Indian Student
Organization for their Festival
of Lights held on October 25,

2002.
On this night, 350 guests
showed up to witness a transfor
mation of the Event Center to the
beautiful country of India using
Indian fabrics, artifacts and cui
sine. Guests also were able to see
dancers from the region as well
as a slideshow that reflected
India's history and landscape.
Outstanding Advisor went to
Heather Hundley, professor for
the communications department
and advisor to the Coyote Radio.
With the guidance of Ms.
Hundley, Coyote Radio has
expanded to 70 students of all
disciplines.
Students
have
learned the process of radio
broadcasting as well as network
ing with other radio stations for
other universities. Ms. Hundley
has been described as an inspira
tional, motivating and a confi
dent advisor.
Outstanding Student Leader

-Awaras
Cont. on page 15
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At University Village
Student Living Redefined
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall 2003! Don't miss your chance to enjoy the comfort
and convenience by living at GrandMarc, the best student living in Riverside!
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Successful Students
Choose GrandMarc!

• Academic Support
• Leadership & Career Develoixnertt
• And lots of fun stuff! I

Stop in today!
Call today for Move In Special!
MiBt dgned leaie byJane 15,2003
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(909) 788-5800
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Is looking for you
We need outgoing charasmatic folks to join
our team for the new year. This will be an
opportunity of a lifetime for those seeking
a career in the news business or just a way
to meet new friends and get some journal
istic experience at the same time.
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If you think you have what it takes come
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Major:

Year in school:-
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Contact Info:
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Friday
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Elementary Spanish
By Rae Nguyen

Staff Writer

Rody Rodriguez/Chronicle
Why do students choose to attend to CSVSB over Jr. Colleges?

Jr. Colleges vs. Universities:

The benefits of each exposed
Senior, Shawn Johnson has seen both
sides
of the coin. He attended Chaffey
Staff Writer
College, transferred to Dillard University
Loolcing through a community college in Louisiana, and finally CSUSB. He says
that most people he knows attend a com
school schedule is just as complicated as
munity
college because it is cheaper; they
looking through CSUSB's.
Deciding
are
able
to complete their GE courses while
which classes to take and fitting them into
saving money. From his personal experi
your schedule seems to be just as time con
ence, he found the community college to be
suming and annoying; but does the similara
litUe ^ier than a four-year college.
'ties end there? Community college stuiOTwijl^Tie^Kij' of
Xdii'
s race tne same problems as tour-year '
Luis
Obispo,
found
that
the
average
age
of
college students; class schedules, difficult
an
undei^aduate
students
in
the
Cal
State
professors and bad parking. So are the cul
system is 20.8. While the average age of a
tures very different or very similar?
Is attending a community college student in a community college is 29, as
equivalent to attending a four-year college? reported by The American Association of
If so, what are the similarities and if not, Community College, in the same report it
was stated that 80 percent of students who
what are the differences?
attend
a community college work at least
The enrollment fee is the most obvious
part
time.
difference between the two. CSUSB's fee's
This is a larger percentage than stu
for a quarter will run to about $800.00, not
dents
attending a four-year college. The
including books, gas, housing, and enter
reason
behind this is, students who attend
tainment. At a local community college
community
colleges are mostly adults
fees will cost about $60.00. Looking at
those two figures, one might wonder if the returning to school who already have jobs,
quality of education is the same. Andrell while students attending four-year colleges
Macbath, a freshman at San Bernardino usually come right out of high school.
All in all there does not seem to be that
Valley College asserts that she has to strug
much
difference between- the two types of
gle just like any of her friends attending a
colleges.
There are hard professors every
four-year college. She states that she has
where;
there
is no easy way around that.
her share of hard professors as well as
Everyone
just
seems to be trying to get
lenient ones, basically it depends on the
through
college.
person.

Zahra Mohammed

The NUltiii^ Pot:

KVL-IIIS

Spanish is becoming more popular
with elementary students and more teach
ers are filling their curriculum by teaching
Spanish to improve multi-cultural under-,
standing and intellectual achievement.
English and Spanish will be taught to
classes nationwide and students are expect
ed to learn both languages equally. There
are programs available online for teachers
to teach Spanish correctly and to make the
experience pleasant and enjoyable. There
are also instructional videos and teacher's
guides to help them with their curriculum.
Shelly Gibson, a CSUSB student
studying to be a kindergarten teacher,
agrees Spanish will be good for children to
leam at a young age. "It is best to learn at a
young age because tl^ mind doesn't filter
the learning process »d retrieving memory
would come easier tnan that of an older stu
dent."
Those who disagree that English
should be the only language learned in
school suggested that there would be less
tension among races. Says Jason Cabot, an
English major, "It would push people to
leam English. I think this would make us
(other races) work together."
Other CSUSB students like Ashley
Green, a biology major, don't care much
for the matter. "The Federal government
should pursue other and more important
interests like poverty or welfare than bick
ering about making English official."
Of course, English is widely spoken in

ARROWHEAD
BAGEL CO.
Corner of University & Kendall
At the entrance of Cal State
Serving:

Authenic New York Style Bagels
Gourmet Coffee
Espressos
Cappuccinos
Gourmet Sandwiches

to Watcli ior:

LilikbllvvithumpiunNiupiiijuh; >a\\

the U.S. and is informally the language
most known to other countries that
Americans speak. English is simply the defacto standard. It was mmored that German
was almost the official language for the
U.S. but this was just an urban legend.
Dectaring English as the official lan
guage can unite Americans together
because of English being the common
ground. Another reason could be that immi
grants would be encouraged to participate
in the U.S. democratic process. However,
declaring English as official language may
have its setbacks. Being ignorant of other
languages may leave Americans vulnera
ble, resulting in less involvement with for
eign affairs and political efforts.
This would also leave immigrants
helpless. Seeking work and or healthcare
would be harder to obtain when the only
language primarily spoken is English.
However, the idea of declaring English as
the official language may be an effort to
eliminate those prospective incoming
immigrants. Also, it seems unnecessary to
declare English as the official language
because almost 94 percent of Americas do
speak English and legislation would be a
waste of time.
"This is a stepping stone for America,"
says Mr. Espinoza, a Spanish teacher at
Pacific High School, "we're broadening the
experiences for these students to leam
Spanish and English and hopefully, they
can gain something useful from it."
Because America is so diverse, claim
ing an official language is difficult since the
language must represent its inhabitants.

ludiami

O'tnc vaich the I, S
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Diversity education at CSUSB
exemplify a few such studies done
in this class.
In her paper, Garcia discusses the
origin of hip-hop and how in the
past it was mostly African
American rappers.
Recently
Eminem, a white rapper, has
shown that more than one culture
can be prosperous in this industry.
She points out that a type of music
should not, as Americans have
recently begun to realize, be
exclusive to one culture. It is,
more broadly, a music of every
culture that has ever lived in poor
communities.
This is true especially since,
according to Garcia, "The begin
ning of Hip Hop was a cross cul
tural- creation. Sounds from
photo courtesy of corbis Jamaica, Jazz music, and beyond
influenced the first rappers to introEminem helped to change the hip-hop scene in America
duce the world to this new type of
By Tara Wallace
music ... Hip Hop is from whites, blacks, browns,
Multi-Cultural Editor
purples and greens. Hip hop is from a culture of
every
color who brought this creative sounds into
Do you ever wish one of your classes would
our
homes."
provide a more broad perspective? Well, Nancy De
Garcia also discusses the popularity of this type
Brown's English 101 class this quarter conducted a
music
in America. She says it is like bringing two
study on Multi-Cultural America. Each student
different
groups of people together and it is really
wrote a paper about a major diversity issue.
something
that Americans can relate to.
Five students of this course; Esmeralda Garcia,
Hill's paper discusses some of the major bas
who wrote about the history of about hip- hop
music; Jennifer Hill, who wrote about diversity in ketball players of today and how these players have
basketball; Christopher Massengale, who wrote lately become more diverse. But times have
Multi-Cultural issues of hip- hop; Mireya Ruiz, changed and now there's Yao Ming, of Asian
who wrote about issues of language in America and
Kristan Watts, who wrote about some common mis
conceptions of African Am^cans in America,

.....

Multi-Cultural
. cont on page 15
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Black Graduation ceremony
held at CSUSB for 2003
By Priscilla Thompson

Special to the Chronicle
Conquering mountains of
adversity and soaring to educa
tional heights is the idea behind
the 10th annual Black Grad
Ceremony at CSUSB.
The Black Recognition
Celebration is geared toward
African American students, but is
open to graduates of any cultural
background and any major.
Black graduation is a cultur
al celebration of achievements
and scholarly excellence. This is
a ceremony for graduating sen
iors to reflect on the past, the
present and the future and is ded
icated to the 2003 African
American graduating class of
California State University, San
Bernardino.
The graduates have closed
one chapter of their lives and are
now ready to embrace upon a
new one.
Janice Bush, who began the
celebration ten years ago, will be
the keynote speaker of this year's
celebration.
Brian Cobb, this year's stu
dent speaker says, "This is a cel
ebration for black students and
their families to enjoy our culture
and to get recQ-mj^id fo.^

struggles."
The term "black grad" repre
sents the students who are being
celebrated. The reason for Black
Student Unions, African Student
Alliance and black celebrations
are to ensure black students are
represented and celebrated for
their achievements and contribu
tions in the world of academia.
"It honors our ancestors who
were not allowed to go to col
lege," says Kelly Denny, former
president of ASA. Historically
speaking, "Black Americans
have been overlooked and the
dominant culture has silenced
their success," says Denny.
An estimated 250 students
will be participating this year.
Alise Clouser, a communications
major graduating this year says,
"Being an African American
woman, I like to think of myself
as a trailblazer who is setting an
example for others to follow. For
some graduates, part of the
accomplishment is knowing they
are the first in their family to
graduate."
The ceremony will take
place Friday, June 13 at 6 p.m. in
the Events Center. All are invit
ed to come and enjoy this celebratitm.

DON'T HATE:
Jealousy, the green-eyed monster
By Gayle Edwards

* describe someone whose actions are moti

Staff Writer
It's known as the green eyed monster
and every so often each of us experiences
this uneasy, unpleasant emotion called jeal
ousy.
Jealousy in American culture is often
associated with the color green. Possibly
because it represents wealth and money
which is associated with greed. Although the
direct origin of the color green and its corre
lation to envy is unknown it is also possible
that Shakespeare coined the phrase "green
eyed monster," when he used it in his play
"The Merchant of Venice" in which he was
referring to cats.
Often used, interchangeably is the word
envy. Jealousy and envy can go hand in
hand, but they have differences.
Envy, like sickness is considered an
unpleasant emotion to feel. In some religious
cultures considered one of the seven deadly
sins—a transgression, which prevents spiri
tual progress or etemal life.
Jealousy involves three parties, the sub
ject, the rival, and the object desired. The
focus in jealousy is the object desired. Envy
also involves three parties but the focus is
not the object desired but the rival.
Envy is associated with the color green,
and the green-eyed monster is used to

vated by envy.
We often associate jealousy with love
and sexual relationships. Jealousy in a rela
tionship is one indication of insecurity.
Constant jealousy in a relationship is a per
sonality trait that can become annoying and
eventually break-up a couple.
According to Cosmopolitan magazine
regardless of whether an individual has low
or high self-esteem, most people^ireter a
partner who is confident.
"I'm not usually a jealous person, but I
remember I was jealoi^^ of my boyfriends
neighbor. I thought he was interested in her,
simply because he always made comments
about how nice her car was," claims CSUSB
student Amanda Stanley. "When he would
talk to her about her car, I thought he would
become interested in her personality as
well."
According to Psychologist Paul Mullen,
jealousy occurs in a relationship when an
individual self-esteem is threatened, or a
rival threatens the relationship. It is usually
cognitive, such as in Amanda's case.
People are going to experience jealousy
at one point or another in a relationship, and
at different degrees, but the best way to cope,
when the green eyed monster strikes is by
communicating.

^ou ever wished for a Chicana(o)/
Latina(o) Studies program at CSUSB? If jou have,
vour dreams have now come true. The University now
offers Chicana(o)/ Latinatp) Studies programs. For
more info please contact Mary Texeira at ext. :?547 or
< Leo Connolly at ext. 5857
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A Father's Day history
By Alexandra Rodriguez

Staff Writer
People never really think about how
hard parents work or the dedication it
takes when a person devotes their life to
raising a child. At a time when honoring
mothers was under con
sideration, so did others
feel it necessary to do the
same for fathers.
The
origin
of
Father's Day actually
stems from a woman who
lost her mother at an early
age and as an adult came
to realize her father's hard
work.
Mrs. John B.
Dodd, also known as
Sonora Smart Dodd, of
Spokane,
Washington
came up with the idea for
a father's day. Her own
mother died in 1898 while
giving birth to her sixth
child
and
William
Jackson Smart, Civil War
veteran, was left to raise
his six children.
You deserye
As an adult, Mrs.
Dodd realized how dedi
cated her father was and thought of the
idea for a father's day in 1909 during a
Mother's Day sermon. Her proposed idea
received strong support from members of
her community and clergy. The first

Newspaper's across the country,
already endorsing the need for a national
Mother's Day, ran stories on the unique
Spokane observance.
However, Father's Day was not as
quickly accepted as Mother's Day. Orator
and political leader, William Jennings
Bryan, was among the first to support Mrs.
Dodd's idea.

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

r

One of the
most
notable
efforts to support
Father's Day was
made in 1957 by
Senator Margaret
Chase
Smith
who wrote con
gress
stating,
"Either we honor
both our parents,
mother
and
father, or let us
desist from hon
oring either one.
But to single out
just one of our
parents and omit
the other is the
most
grievous
photo courtesy of corbis insult imagina
your own day. Dad!
ble"
(panatibooks.com).
Earlier, in 1916 President Woodrow
Wilson privately observed the holiday and
in 1924 President Calvin Coolidge sup
ported the idea of a Father's Day. It was
later in 1966 that President Lyndon

CSUSB

Disdottmt
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e^i June 1#;' fffhtTSOtt
1910 in Spokane.
The originally suggested date was
June 5, to honor Mr. Smart's birthday, but
was moved to the 19th so that ministers
could prepare sermons for the new subject.
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Arturo Ui and shades of the Third Reich
By Frances Chavez

Staff Writer
Outstanding acting and
vibrant sets paved the way for
another successful theater pro
duction at Cal State. During its
opening weekend, the dark come
dy, The Resistible Rise of Arturo
Ui, left audience members with a
lot to talk about.
The play itself shows
Hitler's rise to Chancellorship of
the Third Reich, however it was
not set in Germany. The writer,
Bertolt Brecht, was an anti-Nazi
who fled to Finland where he
wrote the play. With the help of
his son, a gangster film enthusi
ast, he transposed the events of
Hitler and the Weimar Republic
to 1930's Chicago. There, Hitler
(Arturo Ui) runs a protection
racket and takes over the cauli
flower trade in the American
cities of Chicago and nearby
Cicero during the Depression.
At first, Ui is seen as a
wannabe gangster, but after tak
ing lessons in speech, posture and
Bertolt Brecht's The Resistible Rise of
walking from a Shakespearean
actor, he quickly turns into the
and recognition from the veg (Guiseppe
Givola),
Ernest
mesmerizing leader that furthers
etable traders of Chicago and Roehm (Ernesto Roma) and
his mafia-like promotion of
Herman Goering (Emmanuele
Cicero.
brotherhood. Ui forces his way
Alongside Ui are other Giri).
into power, ruthlessly-exterminat
The role, of Arturo Ui
ing critics and those who opposed Jose vaiencTaT
t, namelyJ^^hi^lDm^^p
him, finally achieving support

uHi I'm God and
iSSLiyou are?

By Ivan Femandez & Marcos Landin
Staff Writer

••

f

Can't on page 15

who is a senior this year. His
powerful and convincing per
formance captivated audience
members.

Elizabeth Castro, "his voice and
overall presence were awesome."
The entire cast did a com

--Arturo

Ricardo did a wpiiderful job
ponraying Tluter,

5ai

on page
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Earn Your
Teacher
Credential
in 10 Months
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to teach him how difficult it is to run the
world.
It's been a while, hasn't it? When
was the last time Jim Carrey starred in a
Rating System:
comedy? After a few serious turns,
Excellent Movie: Summer vacation in Carrey returns to the comedy arena
from where he emerged from and
Spain
Average Movie: Summer vacation in proves that he's still one of the kings of
comedy.
San Bernardino
In
"Bruce
Poor
Movie:
^ 1m i g h t y , "
Summer vacation
ifarrey
plays
in Afghanistan
Bruce Nolan, a
field
reporter
DISCLAIMER:
struggling
to
During his adven
make it as news
tures
in
the
anchor. His big
M o n g o l i a n
break
arrives
Outback, a rabid
when he does a
Koala named Tim
live feed from
bit Marcos on his
Niagara
Falls.
nipple. The wound
However, before
became infected
and he came down
Photo courtesy of google.com he goes live, his
news rival Evan
with a case of
Morgan Freedman playing God
Baxter (Steven
SARS. It then
Carell), receives
metamorphosed
the
promotion
Nolan
wanted. After
into Herpes. And then back to SARS.
another
series
of
mishaps,
Nolan poses
So to protect the world, and myself, he's
been locked up in the TV section of a challenge to God. God (Morgan
Best Buy, doomed to a life of sneezing Freeman) not only answers but also
on customers. So it is 1, Ivan Femandez, accepts his challenge by granting Nolan
who will do everything...again.
his powers and giving him control of
the city of Buffalo.
Hilarity ensues as Nolan uses the
BRUCE ALMIGHTY
newfound
powers
for
himself,
Synopsis: A guy who complains about
-'Ticket
God too often is given almighty powers

Pholo courtesy of Steve Earnest

Arturo Ui opened last Friday night.
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(PFS) Credential
• Educational Admlmstration with Administrative Services
Credential, Internship Option
• Educational Administration with Higher Education Emphasis
• Curriculum and Instruction with Induction/Clear Option

SEVERAL CREDENnAL PROGRAMS
•

Preliminary and Professional Administrative Services
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1
• Pupil Personnel ^ryices Cfedential|PPS)
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Monday 6/2
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will .she at
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least lind
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'''•'r
ble? To
famous character seiies with I:vc
sec if Eve
Duncan in her ncl^est paperback
finds oul
"Body of.Lie.s."
the truth
Johansen's charaeUT. K\e
about how
Duncan, has an imere.sling profes
her daugh
sion. b.^e is a forensic sculptor, an
ter died,
individual who reconstructs faces
be sure to
from skulls that aie fotind bv dctccpick
tise.N a n d investigators. Hve lakes
Johanscn's
her profession very personally,
newest
live's only daughter was murdered
Phoio
uf. ]
addition to
but her body was never found. The
^nosiU'. cunt I
her scries.
loss her only child is the motiva
I ri s J o h a i L s e n
If you
tion for Eve's choice of profession,
like "Body
in h(»pes that she will sculpt the
of Lies." be sure to check oul some
face of her daughter and be able to
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put closLire to her child's death.
Deception," " Ugly Diickling" and
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Musiq, Jaguar^r%|ji^ @ Hcf^
Pearl Jam i^V|^on Wireless
Amphithe
The TvUfc
Spaceland

AmerC^an Hero @ Whisky a Go
Go
Wallace, SelfMade, Expire @
Roxy
Kennedy, Everybody Else Peak
Show, Kennedy, Slow Motion
Audio @ Troubadour
Gredy Goose Music Tour,
Flicker @ Spaceland
Pearl Jam @ Verizon Wireless
Amphitheater
Musiq, Vivian Green @ HOB

Wednesday
Jason Mr,
Kreviazi

HOB

Live JaQ^ the Strip . 94.7
the W^v^every Wednesday
ii&h4ijhPeddie Ravel @ Key

j^oard Confessional®
Factory
downfall. The Morning
mlain. The Bled,
^Roxy
@ Spaceland
)rns (Matthew Sweet,
Pet^lBl^ge, Shawn Mullins,
JohijiQrWas @ Troubadour
Aar(m Cajper, Los Abandoned
id
@ Knitting Factory
Gwendolen ® Fais Do-Do

ThursdaywS
Octavio Figueroa.
Conga Room
Foreigner lead singer Lol
Gramm presents by 95.5
KLOS @ Key Club
Dismemberment Plan, Enon,
Cex @ Knitting Factory
Revis @ Roxy
Bleed the Dream, Over It,
Army of Freshmen, Name

Taken, Divit @ Troubadour
Daniel Bedingfield @ Viper
Room
Western, Kittens for Christian,
1976 @ Spaceland
lur. Pill Box Promo, 23 Link
lain @ El Rey Theater
jsa Gpihano, Brian Blade @
HenfyToiffl^l^ater

CEX @ Kmf&^^pactory
Money Macki^rais Do-Do
Revis @ Roxy

Friday 6/6 Q
Baba G @ Conga R*
Dave Wakeling @ 1
Rob Halford and Te^
Pain Museum, Leap^^plf @

HOB

\J

M

Mike Watt, The Uriifkls^^ird
Grade Teacher @ Knitting
Factory
Endure, Flirt
The Forty Fives'^^e Star

I !FC

riic Search."

Spangly @ hn*^nd

Blai^M^d Jungle, The
^l^^raour, Bitterfly,
rockestar, White Eagle, Killing
Bird @ The Whiskey a GoGo
Monique Powell formerly of
Save Ferris, Hot Potty @
Troubadour
Funkstorung @ Fais Do-Do

Saturday 6/7
Son Mayor . salsa at 10pm @
Conga Room
The Datsuns, The Forty Fives,
The Star Spangles @ Glass
House
Lost Songs of Lennon and
McCartney, Kate Pierson,
Graham Parker, Bill Janovitz
@ Knitting Factory
The Lilys @ Spaceland
Species 99, Downspell, Death
By Tango, Wither, Before
Braille, Deepdown,
Dysfunctional @ The Whiskey a
GoGo
Nebula, Jucifer, Bottom, Acid
King, Sasquatch @ Troubadour
^he Bipszcocks @ Viper Room
kJi«ifUg^oc|i en Espanol @
GlasCdbusef

Sunday 6/8
Pornographers, Cinerama, The
Organ @ Knitting Factory

The path you choose today
can lead to tomorrow's success.
S t a t e

C o m p e n s a t i o n

i n s u r a n c e

If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the
post-graduation job market, then toss your hat in with
State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance
carrier in California, is interested in graduates seeking
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of *
positions throughout California, plus an environment
that will foster your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits,
professional training to expand your horizons, and
many advancement possibilities.
Learn how you can Join us by visiting www.scif.com or
by contacting Human Resources at 415-565-1722.
Then launch your career with State Fund and rise to
new heights.

F u n d

Career opportunities
may be available in:
• Marketing
• Communications
• Underwriting
• Claims
• Loss Control
• Business Services
• Customer Service
• Legal
• Information Technology
• Finance and Accounting
•Human Resources
•Administration

STATE
COMPENSATION
I N S U R A N C E

FUND

Gel More. Wonv LessT
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Classic Kresse:
From graduation to England, searching for our roots
By Kresse Armour
(Editor's
Note:
Kresse
Armour is a former CSUSB stu
dent who currently does public
relations and manages the Film
Office for the city of Big Bear
Lake. This column is dedicated to
all CSUSB graduates and, espe
cially, their parents.)

I-

My daughter graduated
from law school this spring, and
as she made her way onto the
stage to receive her diploma I
wondered how 24 years had
slipped so quickly through the
hourglass. When she was small,
people told me to treasure these
tender years because they would
fly by faster than I could imagine.
I didn't really believe them.
Of course, those were
the years that she was eating
bugs, painting her grandfather's
dentures with glitter sticks and
testing the flushability of every
thing in the house, including her
sister. The mosaic of muddy foot
prints across the kitchen floor has
never fully yielded to a sponge
mop, and the countertop still
bears the marks of science proj
ects taken to new heights.
She's a girl who did not
fail to exercise her first amend
ment right to free speech from the
moment her tiny lips could form
the word "no." I don't recall
those years as soaring by, exactly.
In fact, I have the sense that
somehow, in the odd way that the
universe spins, that the years she
turned 9 and 14, respectively,
went in reverse. Those were the
years of budding body parts, boys

and fledgling independence - the
triple crown of adolescence.
And now she's on her
own. The fearless kid who cart
wheeled through my life with
grass-stained knees, whistling her
"S's" until new front teeth grew
in, is heading out into the world.
With every step she took toward
the graduation podium, I watched
her life pass before me.
Somewhere between the 2 a.m.
feedings and the 2 a.m. study
groups, the years did fly by and
my daughter grew into an incred
ible young woman.
And even with the 24
years of maternal experience
under my belt, a trip together afar
vvith my daughter would have
only strenthened our bond adn
ancestral sense.
For reasons I can't fully
explain, I became obsessed with
the origin of my familial species generations past, my ancestral
roots. Before any more time went
by, I wanted to connect with my
people. The problem is, I'm pret
ty much of a European mutt, and
my lineage branches out like a
tangled root ball. It isn't helpful
that most of my family is gone,
so I called my sister, who paid far
more attention to familial details
thatrf did when we wcie giowhig'^
up.
"So," I asked, 'Just
what exactly are we?"
"We're white," she said,
matter-of-factly.
"Speak for yourself," I
countered, checking my com
plexion. "I am definitely more of
a sassy pink." Then I asked,
which, if any country in particu-

lar, had the greatest influence on
our gene pool.
"Hmm," she said, tick
ing off the last names of dozen
deceased relatives, "England, I
suppose."
I booked a pair of tickets

"That little
demon in heels
hiked up her
skirt and came
after me.
to London. Although I'd-never
been there before, I have to say.
there is some truth to the adage
that, you really can't go home
again - especially several genera
tions removed.
We stayed in Piccadilly,
in a hotel that turned out to be
halfway between the gay section
and Chinatown. The shops in
Chinatown had wildly colorful
window displays featuring all
sorts of interesting things, but we
weren't always sure of what we
were looking at. Ditto for the gay
section.
'Ouffiist'oWcwl luiirtfl
stop was the Tower of London.
The Brits have quite an extensive
history of dismantling offenders
to the Crown and turning them
into garden mulch. We soon got a
sense of how little tolerance the
English have for rule benders, no
matter how small the infraction.
In a crush of visitors that
poured out of an upstairs gallery.

I got separated from my daughter. ordered were portabella mush
Several minutes went by, and I room and mozzarella sandwiches
decided to backtrack and find her. on hearty wheat. The accompa
The next sound I heard came nying chips - french fries to
from a little pinch-faced woman, everyone else in the free world dressed like Miss Muffet, who were stiff as railroad spikes. No
started shrieking that I could not salt, no ketchup. Vinegar was the
go up the down staircase and jut only proffered condiment. In the ^
ted a bony index finger at a large land of the bland, we realized
i
sign stating as much. I explained
why the British are so thin.
1
my situation and started back up
Our next stop was i
the stairs. That little demon in Madame
Tussaud's
Wax
t
heels hiked up her skirt and came Museum. It was almost scary |
after me. I do have to give her how real- the figures looked,
bonus points for what may have which explained why there was a
been the land speed record in but- line of women waiting to jump ^
Pierce Brosnan. Still, it was a bit i
ton-down boots.
"There you are. Mom," unusual for the Brits, who do not f
perhaps four of the sweetest publicly exhibit the hots for any- /
words I have ever heard, stopped thing - until they're on TV. Then,
*
Muffet the tourist slayer dead in they go nuts. That night we
her tracks. "You'll have to leave," kicked on the television set and
she scowled, and that jutting found a nation of people obsessed
^
index finger was now pointed at with all things penile. How many ^
the door.
male genitalia jokes can you
Stopping for lunch in a make? It goes up, it goes down, it
nearby pub, we discovered that in has a jolly good laugh in
^
England, beer is cheaper than between. In England this is a
soda. In fact, it is cheaper than never-ending story.
water. I asked for diet Coke. They
All in all it was a good
didn't have any. What kind of week. We watched the guards at
diet drink did they have? "Water Buckingham Palace, and won
is diet," said the eye-rolling bar dered if they felt silly in hats that
maid, who bore a striking resem looked like strap-on Marge
blance to Nurse Ratchet. Well, so Simpson hair. We saw the back of
•ls"Bli. hut Ituiicy tiiatlsu^ lually tlm queen fliiil wuiiUiuitJil WniiBir r
going to do if for me. How about fell silly in a hat that looked like
iced tea? More eye rolling. a strap-on wedding cake.
Apparently ice is a culinary sacri
I do feel more connected lege wreaked on the world by both to my past and to my daugh
barbaric Americans. Then she ter. I could have worse relatives.
brought us boiled banana slugs After all, we have the English to
and kindergarten paste on a pair thank for the Beatles, James
of roof shingles. From a menu of Bond and Shakespeare. I have an
whose
South
items that read like things I acquaintance
would feed to my cat, what we •American cousins eat tarantulas
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Speaking French:

Retail snobs from the Image
By Yaxmiii AKarez

OpIfCd fjditor

The Return of The Right-Hand
Man and his Left-Hand Philosophy

wonderful,
but who says
you have to
go around

Individuality is wonderftil,
but not when you get the idea f l a s h i n g
from someone else. When latels?
sHMtt^ne tries to be die exact
ixipy of something else, the idea
of individualism goes straight
Photo courtesy afcQsmapolitan.com
Walking
out the window. So, this leads
Retail
Snobs on (he run
around
me to tell my story of the
"Retail Snobs from the Image w i t h
Abercrombie & Fitch on your at a. : topping center. . ; V S
Factory.'Point is, teendy clothes '^:
You see, this "retail snob'' chest isn't going to make a boy
great.
Especially when you
is the type that goes flashing band, want to sing about you.
become
part of the Nation^
Snap out of it. The clothes
around Hurley, A&F, Volcom,
Clone
Alliance
of; America!
don't
make
the
peraon.
John and Anchor Blue,
So yes, you can r(X:k the And at that point everythit^.
(I'm not saying from head to
toe, but dien again I'm not say Route 66 and the No stm^ts getting creative. The
ing that hasn't h^pened either). Boundaries labels without look hairstyle starts to look the same
(including color, cut and high
These "retail snobs" think ing like a cheap ass.
Why shoidd clothes have to lights), an entire different lan^
it's gieat to walk around flash, i^ their sweatehop ^ar. Iton't be expensive? Does it make, guage starts to develope and •
get me wPMig now, fashion is them better? Dws it make yo« yes, they even have the ssmtetype of boyfriends and girl'better?
.
Oh I'm sure you firiends.
Sadly enough the story of
feel a lot better when
the cashier says, the clones is true. Names were
"ThatTl be $83.51." withheld to protect the innocent As you walk out but it's not like they don't know
prancing, hewing and who teey are anyways.
So next time you decide to:
skipping from the
store, you know damn sport an expensive outfit, keep
weir that ycHi could of in mind that your 'subtle^
bought a knock off approach to bragging that
pair for about twenty you're rich enough to buy
bucks at some little expensive clottes, is about as:
non-exisiant as your game.
Fhoto courtesy of <fitta.com hole in the wall
afones... Take eayerJ

By Ivan Fernandez

Assistant A&E Editor
Salutations
my
fellow
knuckle glazers! The Right-Hand
Man has returned from the land
of bad teeth and backwards roads
and brings with him knowledge
of the purest kind.
As we all know, our friends
across the Atlantic use a form of
slang completely alien to ours.
That's why they're called for
eigners. 1 knew I would face trou
blesome culture clash, so, using
my trusty friend, Mr. Internet, 1
sear<^hed for a guide that would
assisfme in overcoming such culturq^ boundaries. Behold, a few
clicks on google.com and 1 find
Roger's
Profanisaurus
(http://www.viz.co.uk/profanisaurus/profanis.htm). With
this handy guide, I could do no
wrong while cavorting the pubs
around the towns.
Roger Mielle compiled the
Profanisaurus,
which
went
through a second edition back in
1998 and has yet to go through
another edition, so it's a bit out
dated. This would explain some
of the weird looks 1 received
from the nightclub "birds" but all
was forgiven when they I

informed them that 1 was an
American hoping to pick some
European "cabbage." Of course, I
was carrying "Casanova's rubber
sock" to keep my "bacon
bazooka" safe.
Back to the Profanisaurus,
the guide is an A-Z compilation
of useful slang words. 1 found
myself using almost every single
word. It's not necessary to do so,
as some words double for others.
For example, if you have a diffi
cult time pronouncing, "luncheon
truncheon, you can say "spam
javelin."
I also learned some wonder
ful new phrases I would have
never learned at home. For exam
ple, during a night out, I played
the "xylophone" with my "oneeyed zipper fish." The little
"nymph" didn't mind that I
cleaned the walls of the "exhaust
pipe" with my "tapioca tooth
paste."
Overall, my trip to the
Queen's backyard was a memo
rable one, outside of those nights
that I rode the "porcelain train."
Now if you'll excuse me, it's time
for "Madam Palm and her Five
Sisters" to perform a ritualistic
dance around the "scrotum pole."

The Randy Coyote:
^hit-it and quit-it" the art of sex with no love
By Yazmin Alvarez OPIEd Editor
and
Mathew Taylor Managing Editor

to overrated and that if everyone was to
take a few minutes out of their closed
minded lives and tried the hit-it-and-quitit method of Randy Coyote they might
It's in the smell of freshly picked find something that truly will change
roses or even in those little notes left for their lives for the better.
So what is the hit-it-and-quit-it phi
you. You may question what "It" is, well
its love, that hidden commodity. Love is losophy of the Coyote? It's just that. Hit
a blissful and wonderful thing. You it. Then quit it. When going out to find
awake in the mornings with birds chirp your mini "loves" look for those qualities
ing and the sun shining through your that you only dream of. No not the ones
window like an ever-glowing ray from a you want in your ideal mate; pick the
miracle. What happens when that miracle ones that will satisfy your urges. ,
Like go for that guy that's really
fades?
The miracle of "love" only lasts for built, covered with tattoos, and that bad
so long. Then you begin to become com boy attitude. Or go for that girl that is
fortable with your mate and the so-called sweet and innocent on the outside but a
"love" you share turns to into a daily naughty schoolgirl on the inside. You'll
know the naughtiness when you see it.
chore
Go for your fantasy because this per
This doesn't mean you can't fall in
love at ail or even for short periods of son ultimately is not here for the long
time. The job of maintaining love is hard haul and if you want this person to be
enough as it is, so why would you want that, then maybe you shouldn't be read
to push yourself into something so mind- ing this issue.
Quit it' so that
This
boggling?
Find the person
This m course
speaking
fiould
that 11
four fancy. Play.
everyone, but I'm
you
e is ever Movt
Jr in the words of Nike 'Just
the same way. In
Do it^
really read/for love.
er your first encounter its ok to
We may all think it is what
w
few minutes to reflect on what
but when we are put in the situatio
want to break loose from any
ned. During that time you will realthis is the cup of tea for you. If it
hold us down. Some think it
n you have to plan for your next hot
fear of commitment but it migh
and if its not, then maybe you
that at all. It might just be that
pick up a book, a bottle of water,
hunger or lust for more.
Many people think that
the issue in hand,
this being our last Randy
multiple relationships that have
just want to remind you that
benefit of sexual relations is
inet^Cb
this
column
is adult oriented and if you
Those same people sometimes feel that a
committed relationship might be a little can take a dick you can take a joke.

a graduate degree costs too much?

Cal Baptist's
la^aduate

Degree
Programs

Master of Science in

in Education
Master of Arts
in English

qi: Cal Baptist.
IS

supposed, to pay
dividends for a lifetime—
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate program^
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.

programs m sure than
20 areas.
84 3 2
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B i v e Sid

1 J 7 7.228
1.909.343
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The College Legal Clinic omn FREE

consultation and lawyer referrals to students.

Why Weight?
Eat Healthy.

6-inch Sub

k 0"

Staff and Faculty pay a $15 fee.

e*eewwFe» ••"***«* WW wwa kWAww

s, ConsLBTier, Insurance
Laba, & Medical Law

June4

Amy of oar healthy and

Family & Criminal Law

dcUclooi eaadwlchtf. yogarte
or freeh fralt cmoothief

Junes

Appointments from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
TO) 880-5936 for appt. or email a^c@a
Visit our new location in ASl Suite SU-148

Baskin(^Roblritis.
10% discount off your purchase
at edther TE^O'S or BasHn Robbies witli
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.D.
pi^ent l.D. at the time of
Not valid widi any other discount, coupon
ot promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 INortll Unlvct^lty JParkway

Saa BcmanUnst, CA 92407

909-473-7494

Next to McI>oiiald*s

a a iaaae ad^ aai fid a
cT

I —iiuw>— ca»»a

Paradise

Nails & Skin Care
'Early Bird Special
i9AM-3PM Mon-Thurs.

(909)880-9098
SANDWICHES FNOEEN YOOOtT SMOOTHIES

3205 W. Kendall Dr. #2B
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(Comer of Kendall & Palm)

iFull Set $16
[Fill $9.00
IWaxIng

l(Bring Coupon)

student
Good Luck on your
ind keep an eye
out for the first edition
of the Fail Coyote
Chronicle
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--Contract continuea
from page 1

States. She states that "being able
to communicate with other peo
ple from different cultures, with
business has been steady," said
different
beliefs, is a great quali
Walker, "I've heard all about the
descent, who has intimidated the
ty
that
bilinguals
possess."
boycott, but haven't seen any
NBA with his size and skill.
At
an
early
age,
Ruiz discov
effects." She was also confident
Ming said recently at the SARS
ered
the
importance
of
communi
that CSUSB's contract with Taco
Telethon, "I just feel there is an
cating
in
English
at
school.
"Just
Bell Express would be renewed.
obligation as a celebrity to repay
like
any
other
subject
in
order
to
CSUSB president. Dr. A1
society and lead the way for othpr
get
good
at
it
you
have
to
prac
Kamig was able to verify that the
Chinese basketball players to do
tice, practice, practice," says
contract would in fact be
more in the community of serv
Ruiz.
She concludes by asserting
renewed. He further explained
ice."
that
in
America English is a pow
that none of CSUSB's tomatoes
Massengale, along with
erful
medium
that unites people,
actually do come from Florida.
Garcia, also discusses hip-hop
and at the same time one can
"[W]e were told by Taco
and its need to be Multi-Cultural.
keep the language that identifies
Bell that less than one percent of
He says, "Hip-hop music was
one's roots. This is the beauty of
the total tomatoes purchased by
made for all races. In general, it
living in multi-cultural America.
Taco Bell come from... the com
does not matter what race a per
Watts' paper starts out with
pany
which employs
the
son is in the hip-hop nation
discussing
many common gener
Immokalee workers who are
because this nation is Multializations
of
African Americans.
protesting low wages and no
Cultural."
Rappers such as
She
says
that
they are often said
benefits."
Vanilla Ice and again, Eminem
to
have
an
"attitude
problem"
Dr. Kamig emphasized that
have helped America to be more
because
of
the
way
they
act in
CSUSB
and
the CSUSB
accepting of different races for
front
of
different
races.
She
says,
Foundation endorse the fair treat all types of music.
"African
Americans
are
not
all
ment of workers.
"[T]he
Massengale stresses the
the
same
and
that
is
hard
to
get
Foundation intends to send Taco
importance of understanding hipacross to some individuals that
Bell a letter indicating that
hop in order to be a part of it.
see some African Americans rep
CSUSB endorses the value of
There is a distinct language and
resented as bad people with no
fair pay and benefits to farm
dress style for this culture. This
morals."
workers - and asks that Taco Bell
often means that people who
Watts concludes that, "There
closely review the firms from
desire to be of this culture fall
are some African Americans who
which it makes purchases," stat
short when they do not meet all
need a lending hand and need the
ed Dr. Kamig, "Moreover, the
criteria.
There are also
attention to have someone guide
letter will state that CSUSB
'imposters' who want to be a part
them through the days they feel
would support the elimination of
of this group but really don't
they can't get by." She says that
Six L's as a tomato provider if
understand. Overall, Massengale
everyone
is to blame, the parents
the company does not provide
says that a person's race should
need
to
help
with homework and
the level of pay and benefits
not be of too much importance
teachers
need
to be more aware
differed by others in the farm
for those who wish to be a part of
and
considerate
of all students'
industry."
^ this group because the hip hop
iWlitiflff
.
I
-r1
wiiiif 11
Ilitr m- I
'
mnammmmrnikmm ™ nation Vs iv^ufti-t^ulfuraT '*
The purpose of this assign
Mireya Ruiz wrote about
ment was to help students better
language issues in the United
understand other cultures and
break
modes
of
stereo-types
in
today's culture. With
the help of assign
ments such as this
Room 4 Rent
and a diverse campus
such as CSUSB,
Need a Place for the sumtncr? nciu" CSUSB w/ utitlities paid.
greater knowledge of
SW/weckly or $360/rnonth for more info call 909 882 8956 ask
these issues may be
tor Mary Ellen
obtained.

--Multi-Culturat continuecf from page 8

remembrance of a father who has
passed away. Father's Day hon
ors and thanks men everywhere
for their dedication to their chil
dren.

-Loco Comedy continued
from page 4
Straight from the Inland
Empire, Jeff Garcia was the
show's closing act. He poked fun
of the "cholos" or what Garcia
later described to a "white"
group in the audience.
"Look at the bald head and
baggy clothes. When you see
one, RUN!" Garcia especially
focused on one guy who looked
like one in the front row.
Throughout the show Garcia
poked fun of him but always
made sure that the cholo knew he
was joking, he didn't want to get
stabbe^ after he left the stage.
After the show, Robles,
Rodifguez and Garcia held auto
graphing session. People were
able to get autographs on posters

Classifieds

Nice two story home in a quiet neighborhood, a few miles
away from CSUSB furnished room w/ kitchewn and laundry
privileges $400 including utilities : $150 security deposit call
909 887 8901 ask for Gary
Miscellaneous

knowledgeable fun person to leach Sunday sch<x>l class of about
15 students at the Inland Olive Presbyteri^ Chum in RedlandSv
English-Korean speaker preferred, but not required. Salary ;
negotiable. Contact Pastor Khang 909 312-9784 or
olivechurch@msn.com
Computer 4 sale
Gateway Desktop for sale $450 comes w,/ new monitor, new
keyboard, and new speakers. Please call Amy @ 856-905-1530
or 909-474-6912
Property Cleanup
Will Pick up Junk and Debris 9(^ 513 2678
File Cabinets, 4 drawer standard size $40 each 909 425 2664
Law

Traffic Defenders, Inc.
We defend ALL moving violations including: Traffic Tickets,
Driving Under the Influence, Driving with a Suspended License,
and DMV Hearings. Call Traffic Defenders at (909)862-4200

-Father's Day
continued from
page 9
one year. Then final
ly, sixty-two years
after it was first pro
posed, on April 24,
1972;
President
Richard Nixon per
manently established
the day.
It's a little known
fact that roses not
only play a part in
Mother's day but also
Father's
Day.
Wearing a red rose
symbolizes that one's
father is living and a
white rose is in

-Award Continued from
pages
went to a dedicated and welldeserved student, Juan Luna.
Luna was emotionally surprised
when he heard his name called.
"Three years ago I said to
myself that I wanted to get this
awarded, my college career
wouldn't have been complete if I
hadn't gotten it. This award
means so much to me," said
the fludienee aftw they
demanded a speech.
Another emotional and
unexpected awarded was handed
out to end the night. Outstanding
Organization of the Year went to
The Interested Ladies of Lambda
Theta Alpha, Latin Sorority Inc.
"I was really shocked, all of
us just stood there for a minute in
shock and then we cried because
we were so happy. I didn't know
we had done so much for our
school until Dr. Rincon started
reading our organization's histo
ry. To us it seemed as if it was
never enough that we could
offer," said Elsa Romero.
The organization has been
trying to establish a new greek
chapter since 2001 and since
then have participated in many
campus events. Events included
Fall Fest in October, a
Halloween party for cancer
patients, Environmental Expo in
April, Grad Days, carwashes,
and bowl-a-thons. The girls were
also involved in the Greek
Summit held this year, and are
currently drafting a constitution
for the new United Sorority and
Fraternity Council with other
Latino organizations.

Jackson's Family Day Care
Licencse # 334812036
Transportation
Meal Provided
Ages 0-13
Hours: Mon.-Sat.- 24hrs

Cynthia Jacksdri, owner
977 W, Carter St.
Rialto, CA 92376

(909) 873-5304
Cell (909) 756-2495

-Coyote Lite Continued
from page 5
promotes healing. It is found in
meat, eggs, poultry, dairy prod
ucts, and dark leafy greens such
as spinach and kale.
4. Vitamin A. Helps the skin
keep its structure try and eat
fruits and veggies containing
carotenoids. Look for yellow/
orange colored pigments found
in fruits and veggies such as car
rots (your mom was right, carrots
do keep your eyes and skin
healthy).
Studies have also
shown that people who have
higher levels of vitamins A, E
and C in their DIET are less
prone to sun damage than those
who don't.
Don't forget to wear sun
screen and a hat in the summer to
protect your skin from those
harmful UV rays. Have a great
summer, and see you in the Fall I

-Arturo continued from
page 10
mendable job and only add to the
success of the production. Roma
(Billy Felt) has a strong stage
presence as do Giri (Aaron
Nathaniel Burr) and Givola
(Albery Lee Lockhart). Dana
Martin is superb in the role of
Dockdaisy and Tom Provenzano
was perfect for his role as
Dogsborough (aka President
Hindenburg). The supporting
cast, running from one role to
another, all contribute to the
"^everaTTfgeling of the production.
There was no denying the
intended satire that surrounded
the events around Hiker's rise to
power. However, some saw a
whole other side to the possible
message of the play. During a
small gathering after the show, a
group of viewers were discussing
the possible link between the
play and events that occurred
after September 11. Though
there were many memorable
lines in the play, one in particular
stood out for some.
"There is a price tag on
security," says Ui, "sUch are the
laws of life." One viewer in par
ticular thought this was a strange
coincidence.
"That line reminded me of
post-9-11 events," said viewer
Jake McCaffery, "our country
was told that our safety would
come at the price of a war on ter
rorism."
Whether people saw this
distinction or not, the play leaves
everyone thinking twice about
the events surrounding Hitler's
rise to power. Was is truly a
resistible rise?
The end of the
play was the most memorable
when Valencia peels off his mus
tache, holds it up and says, 'This
was the thing that nearly had us
mastered." He goes on to remind
us that "the bitch that bore him is
in heat again."

! TTie Chronicle would Uke|
! to thank all its readers fc
I chhtiuumg to paitg^ of
I Jhe Juicy Subject mattejr
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Vou dorv'-t Kave
-to urvvorap rt,
unroll "rt, or
worr^ -tKk rt
can Break.
t>epO""Provera is 99.1% e-p.p£ctiv'e.
BirtK coA-trol
-tKirN^
aBOirt jus-t + •< a ^ear.
Of course, using condoms is the only way to protect

Many women stop having periods altogether after a few

yourself against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted

months and some may experience a slight weight gain.

diseases, but make sure you're also as protected as

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

possible against pregnancy. That's why more women than

if you have had any, unexplained periods, or if you have

ever are choosing Depo-Provera — it's ^9.7% effective

a history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver

when administered on time every 3 months.

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density.

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect you from
HIV/AIDS or nther sexuailv transmitted diseases.

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most convenient ways
to protect yourself from pregnancy. Ask your health care

Some women using Depo-Provera experience side
effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting.

Sfee what Depo-Provera is all about
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.oQf\o.

professional if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.
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Cross Country miles ahead of competition
dent about next year's team.
Soulhworlh was Bonita
High School's Mo.sl Valuable
Runner in Ooss Country and
Track.
She was also the
Miramonte l.eague champion
and also the league's Most
Valuable Kunner in Cross
Country and Track during her
2d0.3 senior season.
These
honors
earned
Southworth a fifth place stand
ing in the CIF and a po.->ition as
one of the top .>() runners in the
slate of California.
Oft" the field. Southworth
earned scholastic honors atid is
described as an "outstanding
young lady" by Biulcson.

|{> Wtslev ( cillins
i\\i\iitni Spnrfs l.ifiioi
Lasi season's eighth place
finish marked the best finish
ever for the CSCSH Women's
Cross Country Team.
However. 13-ycar head
coach Tom Burleson believes
strongly iJtal next year's team
will be even bolter.
"We're going to have the
host team we've ever had." says
a confident Burlc.son.
T bc
signing of Becky Soulhworlh
from Bonita High School and
the return of freshman sensa
tion 'Tanya /.efoijahn is the rea
son that Burleson is so confi

Her limes coming out of
high school are also 4,'5 seconds
faster than her predecessor
Tanya Zeferjahn.
Zeferjahii is coming off the
best season ever turned in by a
female athlete at CSIJSB.
In 2002 .she received
Freshman of the Year" honors,
.All-CCAA and NCAA All-West
Region selections and AllAcademic honors from NCAA
Division II cross country
coaches. She was also the
team's No. 1 ranked runner.
Returning
along
with
Zeferjahn is four of the top ten
runners from last season.
While those returning runners

may help strcngiheti the team
next year, the loss of some will
lake away fiom it a.s well.
Hannah Knight, last year's
No.^2 ranked runner, is graduat
ing this summer and might not
return next year for the Lady
Coyotes. She might pursue her
graduafe degree elsewhere or
return to her homeland of New
Zealand.
Whether or not Knight
relurn.s next year, the leam'.s
goals still remain the same.
"My goal is for u.s to break into
the top five in conference," says
Burleson of ttext year's CCA.A
oxpeclalions.
Burleson also
pointy out that if No. 3 ranked

runner Katherinc Pedetson had
not been injured late last year
his team would have finished in
the top five in conference.
"it's not just lun and try to
get from point A to point B,
there's a lot more strategy
involved than that," says
Burleson. "At this level you
just have to want it." he adds.
Burleson believes that his
top five finishers,
which eani
the team's points at meet.s. will
improve on last year's finishing
times and will hopefully finish
one tninuie apart from each
other, which will put ihetn in
great positions to win touniamcnts.

Hikes fo ^you tackles Mt. Zion
By Rody Rodriguez

Pkoto Editor
I had had enough.
After driving around Zion
National Park for about-a halfhour, 1 had had enough of enjoy
ing the park like a typical tourist.
Most tourists experience national
parks from the seat of their cars.
They pretend to be explorers
gflrfit ffednmrnmirle
Zion National Park features breathtaking views

enjoyable hikes anyone can expe
sport utility vehicles.
It is an eight-mile
I cannot experience the won rience.
ders of nature inside a metal roundtrip hike with a half-mile
machine. I have to touch, feel chain pulling dash to the peak.
This trail is not for the faint
and experience national parks
like only few have. And Zion of heart. In order to reach the
was to be no exception. I had to peak of Angel's Landing, one
go on a hike and Angel's Landing must hike up a narrow trail that is
Trail was definitely the hike that assisted by chains to help the
would quench my deep yearning. hiker reach the peak. And if that
Angle's Landing Trail is one is not enough danger, there is a
of die most exhilyating, and ,J.500-foc^ drop on either side.

Contraceptive Injectionl e.irtK con,-troi ^u-tMok asout jus-t+xa^r
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA" Contraceptive Injection
(medro>c>'progesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
ThiB product IB intended to prevent pregnmey. K does not protect sgeinBt HIV
Mdction (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What Is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Mection?

DCPO-PftCWERA Contraceptive Injection is a form of birth control that is given as an
intramuscular injection (a shot) m the buttock or upper arm once every 3 months (13 weeks), lb
continue your contraceptive protection,
must return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 nxxiSis (13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical amilar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progestenone, which is pnaduced ,
by your ovaries dunng b>e second half of your menstrual cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg c&ls from npenmg. tf an egg is not released from the ovaries durirw «ur
rrenstruaTcycle, it cannot become fertiliaed by sperm and result in pr^nancy. DEPO-PRCVERA
also causes changes m the Iming of your uterus that make t less likely for pregnancy to occur
How effective is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Iniection?
The efficacy of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive injection deper>ds on following the
recommended dosage schedule exactly (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injectionr). To make sure you are not pregnant when you first get
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection, your first injection must be given CNLY dunng
the frst 5 days of a normal menstrual period: ONLY within the first S days after childbirth if not
breast-feeding and, if exdusively breast-feeding, ONLY at the sixfti week after childbirth. It is a
long-term injectable contraceptive when administered at 3-month (13-week) intervals.
DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection is over 99% effective, making it oneoftfve most reliable
methods of birth control availatte. This means that the average annuaTpregnancy rate is less than
one for every lOO women who use DEPO-PftOVERA The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman uses tfse metftod. The eflectiveoess of
OEPO-PftCVERA dMjends only on the patient returning every 3 months03 weeks) fior fver next
irijection. ^ibur heatth-care provider win fielp you compare DEPO-PRCVEf^A -with otfver
contraceptive methods and give you tf>e nfbrmabon you need in order to decide which
contraceptive method is the r^t choice for yoa

you

The fcdkjwing table shows the percent of women who got pregnant white uskw different kinds of
contraceptive methods. It gives both tfte lowest evpected rate of pregnane (&ie rate expected
in women who use each nvthod exactly as it sftould be used) aryd tfie typical rate of pr^nancy
(wfyich nckides women who became pregnant because Iftey forgot to use tfyeir birth coritrol or
because ^y did not follow the directions exactly).
Peresm o< Women Experleneing en Accidental Piegnantry
hi the Phat veer c( Ccntlnucua Uaa
Loeaaat
Exsecjiad

Mathad

0.3
0.2*
0.2
0.1

OeCO-PRCVERA
Implams (Norplant)
fen'iale sterilization
liaie sterilization
Oal contraceptive (jxl)
4

0.3
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0.4
OIS

3
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Comtiined
Progestogen only
lUD
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•

Progestasert

3S0A

CoDoerT
Condom (without spermicide)

20
0.6
2

•iaphrajan (with spermicide)
Cervical ran

6

Withcjrawal

4

fViodic abstinence
Spermicide alone

6

1-9
3

3

12
IS
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20
21

Vaginal Sponge
used befbre cMdtJinh
used after childbirlh
Nn mpthnri

Source: Trus^l et al. Otistet Gyneco/. 1990:7fi:SSd'S67.
•From No«T>lent* packa^ insert
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Who should not use DEPO-PROVERA Contracopthrs Injoction?

>8
28
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hiot all women should use DEPO-PROVERA You should not use DEPO-PROVERA if you tyave
any of tfye following conditions
• if you think you might be pregnant
• If you fiave any vaginal bleeding without a known reason

•
•
•
•
•

If you have had cancer of the breast
if you have had a stroke
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebrtis) in your tegs
if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterorye acetate or any of Its other
ingredients).

What other things shouM I consider before uelng DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?

You wilt have a physical examinatioo before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PfiOVERA It is
important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following
• a family history of breast cancer
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray), fibrocystic breast disease, breast nodules or lurnjas, or
bleeding from your nipples
• kidney disease
• irregular or scartty menstrual periods
high blood pressure
aine headaches
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• if you are taking any prescription or orver-the<ounter medications

This product is Intendsd to prsvent pregnancy. It doss not protset against
transmission of HIV (AID^ and othsr ssxually transmittsd diaaasss such as
chlamydia, ganital haipaa, ganitel warte, gortormaa, hapadtis B, and aypMila.
What if t want to bacoma pragnant aflar using I^PO-PROVERA Contracepthra
Injaetion?

your

B^use DEfO-PROVERA is a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after
last
injection for its eff^ to wear off. &sed on the results from a large study done in the United States,
for women who stop using DEPO-PROVERA rn rorder to become prepant it is expected Iftat
about half of tftose wfx> bKome pregnant will do so m about 10 months after their last injection;
about two thirds of tfiose wtx> become pregnant will do so in about 12 months: about 83% of
those who become pregnant will tto so in abwt 15 months; and about 93% of those who become
pfwnant will do so in about 18 monttis after their last r^ection. The length of time you use
DEfo-FROYERA has no effect on hew lors it takesjou to become prwant after you Stop using it

What are the riahs of uaing DEPO-NtOV^RA Contraceptere toijection?

Mensuual

(.Imsgulor
flleedrng
The side effect reported most frequently by women who use DEPO-PROVERA for
contrao^ion is a change in their rKrnral menstrual cyde. During the first year of using
DEPO-PROVERA you might have one or more of the following charges; irreajlar or
inpredictabte bleeding or spottmg, an IrKrease lor decrease in menstrual bleecling, or no bteeding
at all Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding, however, is not a usual effect of DEPO-PROVERA;
and if this happens,
stvoukJ see your heailth<are provider right away. With continued use of
DEPO-PROVERA bleeding usually decreases, arxl many women stop h»ing pieriods completelyi
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA 55% of the women studied rejaorted no menstrual
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I year of use, and 68% of the women studied reported no menstrual
bleeding after 2 years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA
causes a resting state In your ovaries. Vifoen your ovaries do rxjt release an egg monthly, the
regular mo^ly grovith of the lining of your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the Weeding
tfiat comes v^ your rtocmal menstruation does not take place. When you stop usirig
DEPO-PR<DVEBA your menstrtial period will usually, m time, retum to rts normaf cycle.
2.Sone
Use of DEPO-PROC^RA may be associated with a decrease in the amount of mineral stored in
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVEfsA use, but after ffvat, It begins to resemble ttie
normarrate of age-relatM bone mineral loss.

you

Mnerol 0>art^

3.Concer

Studies of women wtvo have used dlffiaenl forms of contraception found tfat women vrf>o used
DEPO-PROVERA for contraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the
breast ovary uterus, cervix,or liver However women under 35 years of age whose first exposure
to DEPO-PKCh/EFlA was within the previous 4 to 5 years may have a aighOy increased risk of
developinfi breast cancer simiiar to that seen with oral contraceptives. Ybu shotild discuss this with
your heatm-care provide;
^.Unexpected PrWjoncy
Because DEPO-PROVERA is such an effisctrve contraceptive method, tfie risk of acoderrt^
pregnancy for women wfio get their shots r«ular1y (every 3 morttes [13 weeks)) is very low.
While there h»e be^ reports of an increasecTrisk of low Wrth welgfrt and neonatal Infant death
or other fvealth problems in infants conceived close to tfte tene of injection, sudi prra^cies are
uncommon. If you think you may fiave become pregnant while using DEPO-PftOVEFlA for
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possiWe.

b.Other Risks
Women who use hormone-based contracepbves may have an increased risk of Wood clots or
stroke. Abo, if a contraceptive method fails, there is a possiWHty that tfie fertilized egg will begin
to devetop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy). White tivese events are rare, you should
tell your health-care provider If you have any of ttve problems listed m the next section.

What symptoms may signal probtems %vhlte
Contracapthra Injaetion?
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Whtti are tne possibia sida aWacts ot DEPO-PROVERA Conbacaptiee Injaetion?

( .Wteight (jom
Ttou may ej^rience a wei^ gain while you are using DEPO-PROVERA About two thirds of
tt>e women who used DEPO-PROVERA in clinical triab reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during the first year of use. You may continue to gain weight after the first year. Women in one
large study
used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8.1 pounds
teose 2 years, or ^proximately 4 pounds per year. Vramen wfro continued for 4 years gained an
average total of iTo pounds over tfxjse 4 years, or approximately 3.5 pounds per year Women
wfw continued for 6 years gained an average total of 16.5 ffounds over those 6 years, or
approximately 2.75 pounds per year. .
fc/fects
In a clinical study of over 3,900 women wfto used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years, some
women reported the following effects that may or may rxjt have been related to their use of
DEPO-PR(jVERA Irregular menstrual bleeding amenorrhea, headacfre, nervousness, abdominal
cramps, dizziness, weakness or fatigue, decreased sexual desire, teg cramps, nausea, vaginal
discharge or irritation, breast sv»etling and tenderness, btoating swelling of the hands or feet
badcache. depression, insomnia, acne, pelvic pam. no fvair growth or excessive frair loss, rash, hot
flastvei
joint pain. Otfier problems wee reported by very lew of tf>e women In the clinical
triab, but some of tfrese could be serious. These include convutsforrs, jaundice, urinary tract
infections, allergic reactions, fainbng paralysis, osteoporosis, lack of return to fertility de^ vein
thrombosis, pufrvxiary emfxjius, breast cancer, or cervical cancer. If these or any otlw probtems
occur during your use of DEP0-Pf30VERA discuss thiem with your heafth-care provider

ovor

2.0ther Side

Should any pracautlons b« toHowad
ContracapUva Nection?

during usa of

DEF^PROVERA

IA4issed Pericxte
Durirrg the time you are using DEPO-PROVEttA for contraception,you may skip a period, or your
perioos may stop comptet^. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PfOVtRA injections
regularly every 3 months (13 weeks), then you are probaWy not pregiant l-teweven if you teink
Vial you may be pregnant, see your health-care provider
2.Laboiotory test mteroctkms
If you are scfteduled for any laboratory tests, tell your iiealth-care provider that you are using
DEPO-PROVERA for contraceptkm. Certain Wood tests are afferted by hormones such as
DEPO-PROVERA.
3.Dnig Interactions
Cytai^n (amim^utethlmid^ is an anticancer drug that may sigiificantty decrease the
effectiveness of DEPO-PROVBtA If the two drugs are given during the same time.
4.Nufsng Alothers
/ytfxxjw DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nurang infant in the breast mifc. no fiarmful
effects rave been found in th^ children. DEPO-PROVERA cJoes not prevent the breasts fiom
producirw milk, so it can be used by nursing mottiers. However, to minimize the amount of
DEPO-PKOVERA that is passed to tne infant in tfte first weeks after birth, you should wait until
6 weeks after chilAirth before you start using DEPO-PROVERA for contracepticyi.

How often do I get my shot of DEPO-mOVERA Contraceptive h^ection?

weeks)

The reccjmmendeo dose of DEPO-PRO\^RA is 150 mg every 3 months (13
ghen in a
single intramuscular injection in tfve buttock or i»per arm. To make sure tfiat you are not pregnant
at me time of the firrt injection, it is essential tnat the injection be given ONLY during tfie first
5 days of a normal menstrual period. If used foltowing the delivery of a child, tfie first ireection of
DEPO-PROVERA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth if you are not breast-feeding or
6 weeks after chikibirtii If you are exclusively breast-feeding tf you wait longer than 3 mcsnths
(13 weeks) between injections, ex- longer ttian 6 weeks after deliveiy yisur health-care piwkfer
should determine that you are not pregnant before giving you your injection of DEPO-PROVERA
Rx only

SAIIergk ReoOions

Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
potentially life-threatening allergic reactions ktvown as artaphylaxis and anaW'^ctoid reactions.
Symptoms include the sudd^ onset of hives or swelling and itching of the skin, breathing
diffkfolties, arvd a drop in Wood pressure.

using

(tall your health-care prcvider immediately if any of tfiese proWems occur following an injection
of DEPO-PROVERA:
• sharp diest pain, cou^ing up of Wood, or sudden shtortness of breath (irvdicating a possible ctot
in the lung)
• sudden severe headache or vomiting, dizziness or lainting, probtems with your eyesigfit or
speech, weakness, or nunybness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible stroke)
• severe pain or, swelling in the calf (indicating a possiWe dot in tfie leg)
• unusually heavy vagln^ bleeding
• severe pain or tenoemess in the lower abdominal area
• persistent pain, pus, or bleeding at tfie injection srte
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Talent pool is looking
deeper for water polo
By Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor
The Coyotes have added
some depth to the pool which
may prove to bolster their 19-15
2003 record.
Women's water polo firstyear head coach Tom Finwall has
signed four new recruits for the
2004 campaign.
Two of the recruits are from
powerhouse
Riverside
Community College and the
other two are graduating seniors
from high school.
Newcomers Royce Rahn
and Brittany Talarico are RCC
teammates, and Stacy Rahn and
Casey Camithers are the high
^hool seniors.
Royce Rahn finished
her
community college campaign as
an Ail-American in 2002 and
was the No. 2 scorer with 72

goals, and led her team in assists
(69) and ejections drawn (57).
Rahn graduated from San
Gorgonio High School, which is
where her fellow newcomer and
younger sister, Stacy Rahn, grad
uated.
Brittany Talarico ended her
RCC campaign with 18 goals
and 15 assists and led the Tigers
in steals in 2002 with 87.
Talarico was a part of coach
Finwall's squad during his head
coaching stint at John W. North
High School in Riverside.
Royce Rahn and Talarico
will enter CSUSB as juniors next
season.
Stacy Rahn and Casey
Carruthers will join the water
polo
squad
as
freshmen.
Carruthers, a senior at Charter
Oak High School was an All-CIF
selection.
According to the Coyotes

online news source, Finwall says
he expects more signings as the
Coyotes try to fill the shoes of
departing seniors Liz Nicks.
Taym Harp, and Kari Harberts.
Nicks tallied 74 goals in
2003, Harp is the team's career
scoring leader with 142 goals,
and Harberts ends her CSUSB
career with 120 goals.
On the upside, the Coyotes
retum several significant players
in 2004,
including
Sarah
Reneker who has accumulated
128 goals in two season.s of
work. Shannon 4-ewison, Jamie
Tiller, and goalkeepers Amanda
Wells, and Camille Clarendon.
Lewison has 42 goals in her
CSUSB stint, andTillerhas com
piled 36.
As coach Finwall continues
his quest to recruit superior tal
ent, one thing is for sure, he is on
the right track.

Reyes earns academic honors
CSUSB

Wire
Rodolfo (J.R.) Reyes, the
No. 1 golfer on the. Cal State.
San Bernardino t^am in 200203, has been named to the
Verizon All-District 8 college
division academic "at large"
team selected by sports informa
tion directors in the district.
The junior from San Diego
has_ a cumulative 3.55 grade
point average in business.Reyes
averaged
75.3
strokes per round for 29 com
petitive rounds of golf in 2002-

03 and was an All-California
Collegiate Athletic Association
selection after finishing
eighth
in the CCAA championship
tmimamAnt
ii,irr
Reyes placed 34th in the
NCAA West Regional. He twice
shot one-under-par 71s during
the season.
His best placement was a
tie for sixth at the NCAA
Division II Preview Tournament
m Sunriver, Ore. site of this
week's D-II national champi
onship.
Reyes
earned
2002-03
CSUSB Leader of the Pack hon-

Harp excels in and
out of the pool
Harp completed her sen
ior season of eligibility in
2003. scoring 53 goals and
assisting on 37 others. She
drew 31 ejections from
defenders and scored on 56
percent of her shots on goal,
She completed her foui-year
career at CSUSB as the water
polo program's leading alltune scoi'er With 142 goals
and 60 assi.sls and she is No. 2
on the alltime list in
steals (i4.I:)r
and
ejefe
tions drawn:
(52). "

( SI sH
M/j,.

Cal Slate San Bernardino
Women's Water Polo driver
Taryn
Harp
(San
Bernardino Pacific HS) has
been selected to the Verizon
Academic .All-NCAA District
8 "at large" first team by a
vote of the dwlricl's sports
information directors.
Harp, a
2002 gradu
ate in psv
chology who
IS currently
enrolled
in
g r a d u a t e
s c h o o l ,
achieved
a
K'
,3.79 cumula
Harberfs''^^^
tive
grade
the first
point average
^ts an under
water PQW
graduate and
Rifben iVhnohcud'CSl:SH players to
has a 4.0 (IPA Tarvn Harp earnedaeademU: participate in
in
graduate
honors
the program
school.
for four years since the sport
This is the second year in
was introduced in 1999, Harp
a row that Harp has earned was on that maugiiial 1999
all Distncr 8 academic hon team but did not play in 2000.
ors. She' is now eligible for
Harp has also received
consideration as a Verizon the ^2002-03 Leaders of the*.
along with iionorees from
seven other NCAA districts.

letes achieving a 3.4 or better
grade point average.

Robert Whitehead CSL'SB
J.R. Reyes walks the green
ors for having a GPA of 3.4 or
better. He is a 2001-02 CCAA
Academic Award recipient.

Women's basketball adds depth
By Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor
Winning 100 games at one
university is an accomplishment in
and of itself.
Trying to recruit talent that
can win you mother 100 games is
extraneous and toilsome, but
Women's Basketball head coach
Kevin Becker is doing just that.
Coach Becker has compiled
300 wins in his collegiate coach
ing career and has 100 wins as Cal
State San Bernardino head coach.
According to the Coyote
online source. Coach Becker pro
nounced the incoming recruits of
2003-04 among the best of recruits
in his seven yea* stint at CSUSB.
"We have a good blend of vet
erans and newcomers," said Coach
Becker.
Coach Becker's new talept
will bring depth, shooting, and
rebounding and versatility that
will allow his team to compete for
a CCAA title in years to come.
With a 16-11 2002-03 and
periodic appearances in the West
Region top 10 rankings, CSUSB

will inevitably strengthen their
future record and regional rank
ings.
The Coyotes will retum AllCCAA forward Kamesha Q«ll,
center Sequoia Williams, Point
guard Amanda Fitzgerald, lorward/guard Leilani Tirona and
medical redshirt Erica Cronin.
CSUSB's newcomers include
two NCAA Division I transfers
from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
and one from Division II
University of Alaska-Fairbanks,
three community college transfers
and a promising freshman.
Anetero Uiagalelei and Lacy
T^meberg teammates from Cal
Poly SLO round out the grunt of
the incoming recruits.
Uiagalelei, a 5-10 guard aver
aged 4.8 points ^d her teammate
Tannebery, a 6-3 center/forward
played three seasons and averaged
5.4 points a game.
Glendale Community College
power forward, Nabossa Basse
brings her low post game and 15.3
points and 9.2 rebounds per game
to CSUSB for the 2004 season.
Taft Community College

located in El Paso, Texas is where
point guard Nikki Jones earned
all-conference and second team
all-state two years in a row.
Jones averaged 20 points,
eight rebounds and six assists per
game for Taft.
Jenny Jemmett comes to
CSUSB from Alaska-Fairbanks
and plays the wing. Future team
mate, Yolanda Brionez is a
center/forward from Whatcom
Community
College
in
Bellingham, Washington.
Promising freshman Jaquaya
Chatman, from Westchester High
School rounds out the incoming
recruits for the 2003-04 season.
The Coyotes online quoted
Coach Becker saying, "They bring
us depth at the post and power for
ward along with defense and
rebounding. At wing and guard,
we have people who can shoot,
create plays and gives us some
leadership."
Becker added, "We will be
bigger
across
the
board.
Collectively we will have good
basketball skills and good basket
ball I.Q."

teaching tip

We'd love to
meet you
on Thursday,
June 5,
gam-rpm behind
University Hall
near the
Student Union

Someday, he may
be a national hero.
Today, you're his.
Azusa Pacific University's School of
Education and Behavioral Studies is

one of only three California private
schools accredited by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE). With credential
preparation course work at APU, your
credential is recognized by all 50 states

and Internationally. K-12, bachelor's to
AZUSAPACFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
inland Empire
Regional Center
685 E. Carnegie,
Ste. 170
San Bernardino, CA
92408

doctorate, we know teaching.
Co to www.apu.edu/educatlon/tips/
for a detailed look at APU's teacher
education programs, or call
(800) 964-8807.
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Senior catcher Trade Schiopp was selected to All West Region second-team and received All-CCAA honorable mention

Kendrick and Schioppi awarded for stellar play
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor

3
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Senior Sharmaine Kendrick captured a second consecutive AllCCAA first team honor

mental leaders for the CSUSB
Women's Softball team earned
prestigious honors this past week.
Neither Sharmaine Kendrick
or Tracie Schioppi will be return
ing to the team. Senior second
basewoman Sharmaine Kendrick
was voted onto the All-CCAA first
team for the second straight year.
"I'm happy I made it ... I'm
proud of myself," said Kendrick of
her honor. "If you work hard it
pays off," she went on to say.
Kendrick received the honor
while playing a position, second
base, which she had never played
until this year. Before this year
Kendrick had always been a desig
nated player (hitter) or a relief
catcher for Schioppi.
During the 2003 season
Kendrick batted .299 and belted
out 52 hits, 10 doubles, eight
homenms, 27 RBI and 24 runs.
Kendrick led the team in dqubles
and runs batted in. Kendrick also
had a slugging percentage of .494

and a fielding percentage of .963.
"I just went out and got the
job done," says Kendrick of her
\ui> stats.
' '
Kendrick also believes that
the All-CCAA award gave her
more to appreciate about her sen
ior season with the Lady Coyotes.
Even though the team lost often
Kendrick has a positive outlook on
the season.
"As long as we played hard
that's winning for me," says
Kendrick.
"So, we did win
because we never gav^*up," she
adds.
Kendrick plans to play softball during the summer with the
Riverside Women's Open League.
Kendrick then plans to come back
to school in the fall and complete
her criminal justice degree.
Senior
catcher
Tracie
Schioppi also had an outstanding
2003 campaign with the Lady
Coyotes. Schioppi eamed honor
able mention from the CCAA
coaches and was selected to the
National
Fastpitch
Coaches.
Association's NCAA Division II
All-West Region second team.

Schioppi was the only Lady
Coyote to be selected to an AllWest Region team this year and is
itrrteafTTs first AH-American since
they moved to Division II in 199192.
Schioppi was the team leader
in almost every major statistical
category during the season. She
led the team in hitting (.331),
home runs (10), hits*'(60), runs
scored (37), total bases (101) and
slugging percentage (.558). She
was second behind Kendrick in
doubles (nine) and RBI (26).
Schioppi also had a solid year
behind the plate for the Lady
Coyotes. In 57 games she had 153
put outs, 79 assists and only 13
errors while throwing-out 44 run-^
ners. This helped Schioppi earn a
fielding percentage of .947, which
was one of the highest on the team.
The 2004 CSUSB Women's
Softball Team will desperately
miss the bats and leadership of
Schioppi and Kendrick. They will
also miss the heart, grit and deter
mination that both these ladies
brought in their final year with the
team.

Knight shines in the classroom
CSUSB

Wire
Cal State San Bernardino
cross-country runner Hannah
Knight has been selected to the
Verizon College Division AllDistrict
8
(West
Region)
Academic second team in a vote of
the district's sports information
directors.
Knight, a jimior has a cumu
lative grade point average of 3.80
in psychology and was the No. 2
runner for the Coyotes in-both
2001 and 2002.

Knight previously eamed
NCAA Division II Cross Country
Coaches Association Scholastic
Ail-American honors for the sec
ond straight year, achieving a per
fect 4.0 grade point average during
the fall quarter and.cross country
season.
She finished
27th in the
NCAA West Regional last
November, running the 6,000meter course in 23:13 and posted a
personal best of 22:47.6 over the
same distance at the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
championships where she finished

32nd.
Knight was an all-CCAA
Academic Award winner in 200102.

Roberi It hiiehead/CSUSB
Knight excels in the classroom

Schweiger adds another notch to his belt
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
Junior
catcher
Brian
Schweiger has added a little
swagger to his step.
Schweiger was named to the
Rawlings/American
Baseball
Coaches Association NCAA
Division II West Region second
team this week. This honor came
only a few weeks after he was
named to the All-CCAA second
team.

. .
, „.
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Junior catcher Brian Schweiger takes the sign from the dugout

teams have given Schweiger
physicals and eye exams.
With both the CCAA and
West Region second team honors;
notched in his belt, Schweiger's
chances of being drafted in th^^
June 3 Major League Baseball;
First-Year Player Draft looks a
lot more promising.
The scouting repon on
Schweiger is as follows (accord- j
ing to MLB.com): "Good hustlej
team player. Good catch & throW^
gOy.
Steady
improvement-^
Playable bat. Fringe, back-up
role at Major League level.",
Schweiger is unlike the h\gV
profile players who will enter th(
MLB draft with an agent
Schweiger says his only agenS
are his family, friends and gid
friend. He credits his success tt
strong family ties and deq
friendships.

Schweiger explained that he
first heard the good news when
his mother woke him up at 7 a.m.
by bursting into his bedroom and
telling him.
Schweiger was
un'Sble to comment on his award,
because he is currently in
Arizona trying out for the 2001
World
Champion
Arizona
Diamondbacks.
Schweiger has shown his
Schweiger's father coachd
skills and athleticism for many him and showed him the funth'
other MLB teams this off-season. mentals of the game all the
These teams included: the 2002 up to high school. CSUSB b
World
, nAiMhfini ^balJ head coach Don Pa
Angels, the Chicago Cubs, the helped mold him into the po
Tampa Bay Devil Rays and the tial draft pick that he is today.
Kansas City Royals.
Schweiger finished the 2
The Royals have shown season with the best stats in k
interest in Schweiger for many three-year career with tl
years, however the teams that are Coyotes. He had a .326 batta
the most interested are the Angels average
^ and led the_ team in ni
batted in
in (35)
(35) and
and homeruns
homeruns (7)
and Devil Rays. Both these batted
(7)

CSUSB top ten spring athletes of All-Tim(
• I

I I I
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Junior goalkeeper Amanda Wells earnedAll-American honors in 2002
By Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor
Compiling a list of the alltime spring athletes from CSUSB
was a cumbersome task and the
list is as follows:
1. Scott Householder (Golf):
Only NCAA D-II Individual

5 157344

national champion
2. Nicole Fiola (Softball); Holds
career records in almost ever
major statisical category
3. John Major (Baseball): AilAmerican in 1996
4. Tracie Schioppi (Softball):
All-American in 2002

5. Robert Smith (Baseball): AllAmerican in 1993
6. Eric Lippert (GolO
7. Brian Schweiger (Baseball)
8. Amanda Wells (Waterpolo)
9.Sharmaine
Kendrick
(Softball)
10. Sarah Henley (Waterpolo)

Robert Whitehead/CS^
Senior catcher Tracie Schioppi collected All-American honors
2002 and earned Regional honors in 2003

